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ABSTRACT 
The problem we study concerns mn-by-mn real symmetric matrices A = [ Ai .]. 
The objective is to obtain best possible bounds on the spectrum of A given that t h e 
quadratic form on decomposable unit vectors in II%“” has values restricted to the unit 
interval [O, 11. We also discuss the relationships between our work and the theory of 
elliptic partial differenti-’ ti equations, especially to the Legendre-Hadamard condition. 
In particular, the examples we give to show that our bounds are best possible are 
related to a classical example in partial differential equations given by De Giorgi in 
1968. 
1. INTRODUCT 
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result from assuming that the quadratic form on decomposable unit vectors in 
R”” has values restricted to the unit interval [O, 11. Examples are given to 
show that no boun ossible unless all of the n-by-n matrices A,j are 
symmetric, a condition we refer to as A being supersymmetric. If A is 
supersymmetric mn-by-mn with m < n and satisfies the above condition on 
decomposable unit vectors, then we obtain that the spectrum of A lies in the 
interval [(I - m)J2, (1 + m)/2], this being the best possible bound. 
The motivation for this work arises in the theory of elliptic partial 
differential equations, and is related to the Legendre-Hadamard conditions. 
Our problem is a slightly modified, but equivalent version of the problem that 
naturally arises in partial differential equations; these two versions are de- 
scribed in Section 3. The examples we give to show that our bounds are best 
possrble turn out to be related to a classical example in partial differential 
equations given by De Giorgi [3] in 1968. Section 4 deals with supersymmet- 
tic matrices, .Section 5 v&h the case ,912 = 2, and Section 6 with the case 
m >/ 3. Although our primary interest is in the real case, some results are 
obtained in the case when A is complex Hermitian. Section 7 gives a brief 
description of the relation of our work to partial differential equations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, F is the field of real or complex numbers. In most 
of the discussion, A will denote either a real symmetric or complex Hermi- 
tian matrix partitioned into m2 n-by-la blocks, and the notation _A = [Aijl 
will be used. One way of constructing such matrices is by using the Kro- 
necker product. If B = Cbijl E M,,, .(F) and C = [cijl F Mp ,(F), then the 
fionecker product of B and C ‘is B @ C = [b~jCl E M,,,,,(lF). Some 
elementary properties of Kronecker products are: 
(B 63 C)' = BT @ CT, 
(B 63 C)" = B" @ C*, 
(B @ C>-’ = B-1 @ C-1, 
where it is understood that these identities hold only when all of the 
operations are well defined. 
IF tpzn. Vectors such 
as X @ 
f [F”“‘” 
equivalent to eing of rank I (or 0). Since 11x @ $1 = llx]lll 
Euclidean no s on IF m, ff “> and IF mn, respectively, it follows 
decomposable unit vector in IF mra whenever x and y are unit vectors 
and IF n. We will let Dm n denote the set of decomposable uni 
which plays a central role in our results. 
It is worth noting that if U, V are orthogonal (or unit 
n-by-n matrices, the U @ V)(Dm ,,) = Dm ,,, since ( 
@ (Vy ). Also, while ,n + Dn,my there is an wm-by-mn permu 
P (corresponding to the transpose operator) that satisfies P(x 8 y) = y CD x
and B(D, ,,I = Dn mo As will be seen in a later section, this will enable us to 
restrict ou; attention to the case m < n. 
3. FORMULATI0N OF TIIE PROISLE 
Motivation for this work arises from problems in elliptic partial differen- 
tial equations and the Legendre-Hadamard conditions. The matrix problem 
that arises in this connection may be stated as follows. For fixed m and n, 
find the least positive constant A such that for all real symmetric rnn-by-mn 
A, the condition {(x 63 y j%(x @ y j : x @ y E Dm .) 5 [A, l] implies A is , 
positive semidefinite. 
We may transform this problem by replacing A by B = i A - AI,,)/ 
(1 - A). Th e p bl ro em becomes equivalent to finding the least positive &v such 
that 
implies A + aI,, > 0. The relation between A and Q! is easily seen to be 
a! = A/(1 - A). We could also ask for the least positive P such that (3.1) 
implies A < (1 + P)I,,. 
can be seen that cy = 
the spectrum of A is contained in [ - a, 1 -+ a]. 
fun&on of both m and n, and also depends on 
discussed for co 
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hason Dnm. This makes it clear that the optimal value of ar for m and n is 
the same ‘as that for n and m. ence, we may assume without loss of 
generality that 2 < m < 12. 
The condition that the quadratic form is nonnegative on decomposable 
vectors has been studied in more generality. Let A be a real symmetric or 
complex Hermitian n-by-n matrix, and let n = nln2 l ** nP be a factorization 
of n. The matrix A is said to be quasipositive semidefinite (with respect to 
this factorization) if the quadratic form of A is nonnegative on all vectors of 
theform x,@ l a* @ xp, where xi is an n,-vector for‘all i = 1,. . ., p. It is 
well known that such a map need not be positive semidefinite, and in fact can 
have a majority of its eigenvalues negative. See, for example, [s], [4], or [I] for 
discussion and examples. 
4. SUPERSYMMETRZC MATRICES 
Let A = [ Aij] be 
supersymmetric (with 
‘- 
J -1 , . . . , m. Several 
symmetric rnn-by-mn 
symmetric matrices, 
an rnn-by-mn real symmetric matrix. We say that A is 
respect to no and n) if and only if A:. = Aij for all i, 
facts are of interest concerning sue h matrices. Any 
matrix A can be decomposed uniquely into a sum of 
A = B + C, where B is supersymmetric. We define 
B = [( Aij + Aji)/2], and let C = A - B. The matrix B is a linear combina- 
tion of matrices of the form E 8 F where E is m-by-m symmetric and F is 
n-by-n symmetric. The matrix C is a linear combination of matrices of the 
form E @ F where E is m-by-m skew-symmetric and F is n-by-n skew-sym- 
metric. Suppose that A = B + C as above, where B is the supersymmetric 
part of symmetric A, and C is a symmetric matrix with skew-symmetric 
blocks. Say that C = Cf= 1 Ei @ Fi, where E,, . . . , E, are m-by-m skew-sym- 
metricand F,,..., Fk are n-by-n skew-symmetric. Then for any x @ y E Dm n 9 
(in the real case), 
(x @ Y)'W @ y) 
k 
=(xsy)’ Ei 8 Fi(X @ y) 
k 
= ( x’l’Eix)(yTFiy) = 0. 
i=l 
enee the quadratic forms of A and B are identical in the real case. From a 
practical point of view, this will allow us to assume that A is supersymmetric 
in some of our arguments. For example, let 
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where K is any skew-symmetric matrix, and let A = B + C. Then the rznge 
of the quadratic form of A on D,_ (in the real case) is [O, 1], since B is the 
supersymmetric part of A. However, the eigenvalues of A can be arbitrarily 
large. This example shows that in fact there is no hope of obtaining a theorem 
of the desired type (in the real case) unless we restrict to the ccaSe when A is 
supersymmetric. In the complex case, the analogous notion is of super- 
Hermitian. It will turn out that some information can be obtained in the 
complex case without assuming that A is super-Hermitian. When dealing 
with supersymmetric or super-Hermitian matrices, one should note that if U 
is m-by-m orthogonal, V is n-by-n orthogonal, and A is mn-by-mrz symmet- 
ric, then A is supersymmetric if and only if (U @ V)TA(U @ V) is supersym- 
metric. (A similar statement is true in the complex case as well.) This, in 
addition to the previously mentioned fact that (U 8 VXO,,,) = Dm_, allows 
us to replace A by (U @ V JTA(U @ V ) in certain circumstances when it is 
convenient. 
5. THE CASE 2 = m < n 
Let A = [ Aij] be 2n-by-en, and either real symmetric or complex 
Hermitian. Before proving the first main result, we require the following 
technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let A = [A,]] b e real symmetric mn-by-mn (or Hermitian, 
in the complex case), and assume x @ y E Dn,,n. Then 
Proof. (I?eal case). Let e,, . . . , cm denote the standard basis vectors in 
IRim, and let x = CT=,, x,e,. Then 
(x 63 EJ)~A(x @y) = 
= ‘sXt(ies * Y)T[Aij](ei @ Y) 
s,t= 1 
m 
= x,xt yTAs, y = xT 
be noted that t is lemma is valid in the complex case as well, 
omplex case iucludes t e real case. The statement of Lemma 1 
real case only because that is the case of primary interest in 
e next lemma is restricted to the case rrit = 2, btit will play an 
impo~~t role in the proof when m 2 3 in Section 6. 
EMMA 2. 
that sat&jks 
b?t i!. = [k$] be a red %&-by-fl,?'~ pers~~~~~~ m&k 
Then 
Proof. Let x = el E R2, and let y E Rfl be any unit vector. By our 
assumption on A, we see that 0 < yTA,, y G I and hence 0 G A,, G Ia. 
Similarly, if we let x = e2 E R2, we can argue that 0 < A,, < I,. 
Now let U E M,(R) be an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes the 
symmetric matrix A,, . We may replace A if necessary by ( I2 @ UjTA( I, @ U) 
in order to assume that A,, = D, a diagonal matrix. Notice that this does not 
affect the spe~t~rn of A, the supers~met~ of A, or the behavior of the 
quadratic form of A on D, n. 
of D in absolute value is d;,. 
Further, we may assume that the largest entry 
It remains to show that ld,,l < & 
Now let x = [l, It: llT and y = el E UP. our assumptions on A imply 
that (x @ yjTA(x @ y) < 2, or equivalently, 0 < air + afz & 24, < 2, 
where a:,, at are the upper left entries of A,, and A,,, respectively. From 
0 < A,, \< I,, and 0 \< A,, < In, we note that 0 \< a:, 6 I and 0 < afl \< I, 
so that 0 < a:, + c& < 2. The proof reduces to two cases. If 0 < ai1 + 
afl < 1, then +3ck,, < ai1 + a;, < 1 implies l&l < & If 1 < a:, -I- at < 2, 
en +2d,, < Z - (a:, + &> < I implies &,I < & In either case, the 
proof is complete. 
t should be noted that versions of Lemma 2 hold in the cases when A is 
merely rnet~~, or when A is corn ermi~an. 
conclusion to such a lemma would end up as 
he approp~ate 
depending on which version of the lemma was desire 
We are now in a position to state our first main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = [ AijI b e a real %a-by-% supersymmettic mutn*x, 
and suppose that 
Then sped A) c [ - f, $1. Furth errzore, these bounds on the spectrum of A 
are best possible. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 we obtain that 
0 < x’[ yTAijy] x G IIxI121!yI12 
for d vectors x E R2, y E IIF. Lemma 2 yields 
c=) 
and 
0 G yT& y, y*A,, y G II yI12 (5 41 . 
-11 yl12/2 G y%,, y G 11 y112,‘2 (5.5) \ 
for all y E IRY. In (5.3), let x = [l, llT and replace y by y1 + y2 to obtain 
O G (Yl + Yzf(All + A22 + 2Al2M y1 + y2) g 211 y1 + Y2112= (5.6) 
Similarly, let x = [l, - 11T7 and replace y with y1 - y2 to obtain 
OdYl - Y2JT(All + A22 - 2f4,,)( y1 - y2) G 211 y1 - y2112. (5.7 
NOW add (5.6) and (5.‘i’), simple@, an 
2 YTAll5i + YP22Y2 - YV22Yl - ‘Y2 TA a1Y2 
\ P -- ( &l__ 02, ‘2 3 1 * $A,, y2) 2 -(II yll12 -5 II y2112) = - 1. 
This establishes that the minimum eigenvalue of A is at least - -$ To see 
that the maximum eigenvalue of A is at most $, we may use a similar 
argument, or simply apply the above argument to I,, - A. Either way, we 
obtain that the spectrum of A lies in the interval [ - f , i]. It remains to 
construct exam&s to show that this cannot be improved. To see that these 
bounds cannot be improved when m = 11 = 2, consider 
ow rewrite t rst i as 
+ 2ykA22Y2 
-I-- (!$A,, Y1 + Y2TAH Yz - YTA,, Yl - ?A&, $2 )* w9 
Next, suppose x = [ YT, zjg]’ 
II y1112 + II yzll 
is an arbitrary unit vector in R2n, so that 
= 1. Use (5.9) and (5.4) to see that 
Wikz = QCA,, Yl + 2Y322 y2 + 4&h, y2 
A, = 
which satisfies the condition 
(5.10) 
and has eigenvalues i, $, $, - $. For a general %-by-%2 example, we may 
ly enlarge A, by a ngn - 2 zero rows and columns to each of the four 
roof of 
owing corollary, 
COROLLARY 1. = Ii 
matrix, and assume 0 > 0 
denote a real supersym 
sati the condition that _ 
implies A 3 0. Then ar > i, and any cv > 5 will satisfv 
Before discussing the case when m = 2 and A is co 
worth noting that the example given in (5.10) is ess 
precisely, we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. 
satisfies 
Let A be d-by-4 real supersymmettic, and suppose that 
Assume, moreover that - i is an eigenvalue of A. Then there exist orthogo- 
nal g-by-2 matrices U and V such that (U @ V)TA(U @ V 1 equals the matrix 
given in (5.10). 
Proof. Assume A is as stated. Let U be a Z-by-2 orthogonal matrix 
which diagonalizes A,, , and replace A by ( I, QD UITA( I, @ VI so that A has 
the form 
where D = 
d, > Id,1 by 
diag(d,, d,). We may assume without loss of gener 
replacing A with (VI @ V,)TA(V, @ Vz ), if necessary, 
at 
1, -1) or I,, and V2 == 
we have that d, < $, 
=- 
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= cy,, as well as (II., = ;. Now 
alue - +, and SQ By, = 
. Since !I zj# -t- llyJ2 = II 
b]? Since By, = 0 = Cy , , it follows that 
B=a! b2 -all and C = y 
b2 ab 
-ab a2 1 1 ab a2 ’ 
Since B and (7 have rank 1 and satis+ 0 < B, C < I,, we have 0 G tr B, 
tr c < 1. Suppw 
A= 
a1 x 1 -5 0 
x a2 0 -- :. 
1. . 
2 0 a3 Y 
0 -- :. Y a4 
Then 0 < a, + a2 < 1, 0 < a, + a3 < 1, and so 0 < tr A < 2. On the other 
hand, each of the principal 2-by-2 submatrices 
.L 




-- 2 a4 
must be positive semidefinite. This yields f \< a1a3, a2a4, and so a, + a2 + 
a3 + a4 3 24G + 24G 2 2. Examining these inequalities for tr A 
forces a, = a2 = a3 = a4 = & and, since and C have rank 1, must be 
one of the following two matrices: 
he next theorem concerns the case when pn = 2 an 
emitian. 
Then spcc( A) c [ - 1, 21. Furthermore, these buunds un the spectwm of A 
are best pssible. If we add the ~~iti~nul ~~st~~i~~ that A is super- 
tian ( A";'z = A,,), then specf A) c [ - i, p]. These bounds are ako best 
~ussib~~. 
PRX$ An examination of the proof of Theorem 1. shows that the same 
proof works in the case when A is super-Hermitian rather than supersym- 
metric. The examples given in the real case show that the bound sped A) is 
also the best possible in the complex super- emitian case as well. 
Suppose now that A = f AijI is Hermitian and that 
or, equivalently, that 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we replace x and y in (5.11) with x = [I, W, 
y = y1 + yg, aId 
analogous version 
obtain two inequalities which can be added to obtain an 
of (5.8), namely 
Now let x = [l, 
repeat this proce 
I.92 
e inequalities ( vide by 2, we 
+ A22)Yl + YX + 422) Yz + YT42Y-2 “I- YX2Yl 
II y- II2 + II y2ll”). (5.14) 
Now the first inequalit\/ in (Ei.MJ can be rewritten as 
YVllYl + Yc422Yz + YTA,,Yz + Y2*A,,Yl 3 -(Y322Y1 + Y;41Y2)~ 
(5.15) 
Now, suppose that x = [ y:, yg ]* is an arbitrary unit vector in Cgn, so that 
If yJ12 + 11 y2112 = 1. Then (5.15) becomes 
x*Ax a -(YTA22Y1 + YgAliY2)* (5.16) 
and by the analogous inequality to (5.4) for the complex case, we see that 
x*Ax > -(II yJ12 -I- II yzl12) = - 1. 
is establishes that - I is a lower bound for speck A). To see that z is an 
upper bound, replace A with P,, - A in the previous ar~ment. 
It remains to provide examples that these are the best possible bounds on 
= 2, consider the matrix 
(5.17) 
?Jow A has eigenvalues 1, -I, 1, it is easy to veri+ that 
Note in fact that the supersymmetric (or 
the example given in (5.10). For the case 
is j 
n n > 3 the exa 
Of course, these examples only show that the lower bound on speck 
sharp. To obtain examples to show the upper bounds are sharp, 
replace A with Ign - A. 
simply 
The following cccollary of Theorem 3 is the analogous result to Corollarv 
:! in the COmpleX case. 
/ 
COROLLARY 2. Let A = [Aij] 
matrix, and assume a! > 0 satisfies . 
&note a complex 
the condition that 
Hermitian 2 n-by-2 n 
implies A > 0. Then CM > i, and any a! > i will satisfy the condition. 
6. THE CASE 3 < m < n 
THEOREM 4. Let A = 1 Aij] be an mn-by-mn real supersymmetric ma- 
trix where 3 < m < n, and suppose that A satisfies 
Then sped A) 
spectrum of A 
(<x @ Y)'A(x @ y): x@yEDmn}G , (64 
cm - m)/2, (1 + m)/2]. Futiherrrwre, these bounds on the 
are the best possible. 
Proof. Assume A satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 4. 
1 < i < j < 12, if we restrict the vectors x in (6.11 to the form xi ei +- xjej, it 
becomes apparent that the principal submatrix 
of mma 2. ay infer e 
- 
h /2 < 1 L<i<jOn. (6 3) . 
Now let x = [ y;, . D . , y;f;jT be a unit vector, so that 11 y# + l *= +I1 y,J” = 1. 
m 
YFAij Yj l 
i = 1 i<j 
(6 4) . 
Using (6.2) (6.3) and (6.4) we obtain 
xTh > 2 
y,TAijYj >, I YiTA,jYjl > - II YiII II yjII* (6.5) 
i<j i<j i<j 
Now notice that since II yJ2 + l *. +I1 y,J2 = 1, the right-hand summation in 
(6.5) (without ah e negative sign) attains its maximum when II y# = 0.0 = 
II y II 2 = l/m, and the maximum is (m - 1)/2. Hence xTAx > (1 - m)/2, 
and spec( A) c [(l - m),/2, 00). To get the upper bound (m - 1)/Z, replace 
A bY La - A, and repeat the argument. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 4, it remains to construct examples which 
show the bounds on sped A) to be best possible. We begin with the case 
when 3 < m = n, and produce a variation of the example (5.10). 
er + l *= +e, 8 e,, so that E is the vector representation 
et B = EET, so that B is a rank-l positive semidefinite 
symmetric matrix. Since 
2 E LFF2. 
is positive semid&nite, zTBz > O for any vector 
Furthermore, 
y)TB(X ~ y) = ~~==l IXiyi12 
Dm m, it is easily verified that (x ~b 
nce ’ B satisfies 
Now replace rsymmetric part, say A,. Then A, has the same 
quadratic form as B and so ((x @ Y)~A( x ab y) : x @ y E D,_} c 
[0, 13. For exam n. = 3, then 
23 i- 32 
Now, consider the m-by-kl principal submatrix of 
rows containing positive diagonal entries of A,. 
( I, + ],)/2, where Jm is the m-by-m matrix of I’s, an 
eigenvalue of this submatrix. This shows that the maximum ei 
is at least (1 -t- m)/2. I-Ience, it must be exactly (I + m 
the upper bound on speck A) cannot be improved. To get an exa 
that the lower bound is best possible, consider I,,,2 - A,. 
To obtain examples in the case when 3 < m c n, we may enlarge the 
example given by adding n - m zero rows and columns to each of the m2 
blocks of A,. Th e proof of Theorem 4 is now complete. 
It is interesting to note that the examples constructed to show that our 
b d oun s are best possible are of the same eonstrtiction as DeGiorgi’s well- 
known example in partial differential equations 133. 
Before proceeding to the next section, which gives a brief description of 
the relations of our work to elliptic partial differential equations, we present 
the following corollary of Theorem 4, which is analogous to Gorollaries 1 and 
2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A = [ Aii] denote a real supersymmetric mn-by-m.n 
matrix, where 3 < m < n, and assume Q! > 0 satisfies the condition that 
I( x @ yfA( x @ y) : x @ y E Dm,n] c [a, 1-j 
implies A > 0. Then ar 2 (m - I)/(m + I), and any cv > (m - 1)/h + 1) 
will satisfy the condition. 
7. EGIJLARITY OF !,I :TPT?C SYS 
In this section, we provid 
weak solutions of second-order elliptic s 
is some appro~~~te admissible set of functions u : fi s W -+ R n1 
u~~~-~a~~a~~e e uation for this problem is 
aae i j ( 1 x Ui) =O, j = l,..., an. (72) . 
Since it is important not to assume that the coefficients az$+(X) are continu- 
ous, it is necessary to interpret this system as follows: u is said to be a 
solution to (7.2) provided that 
(73) . 
It is natural to assume only that Du, the gradient of u, is in L2, which 
means in particular &at u may not be continuous. In 1957, DeCiorgi and 
Nash [Z, 71 independently proved that in the case m = i, the solutions are 
necessari~v continuous. DeCiorgi [3] in 1968 produced an exampIe which _ 
showed in the case m = n 2 3 that solutions to (7.3) need not be continuous. 
The assumption on the coefficients under which the positive result in the case 
Hz = 1 is obtained is that the ~ua~a~c form 
satisfies the inequality 
for some A > 0 and iiLl 2’ E IW’Y In (7.41, we are taking azT@ = $“. The 
example of DeGiorgi also satisfies (7.4). 
Positive results were then produced for n 2 3 which took the following 
form: there exists a srndll set E such that on 0 - E the solution is 
of result is referred to as ~~~~~Z ~e~~~~~i-~~~. FVe point 
resents are for nonlinear systems of elliptic e~ua~ons of 
necessary con~tion for u to be a local minimum of (7. I) is more ~~~ura~* 
is the Legendre- adamard co& tion 
for some 0 < A < 1 and all x E . In (7.5), A = [c& 
0 E PP. We observe that (7.5) is e tly the condition t 
definite uniformly in X. 
If the coefficients a,ujP(x) are continuous, the theory works with only this 
assurn~~on* In pa~~ular, ~ontinui~ of solu~ons is no problem. owever, in 
I%% Giaquinta and Soucek [S] gave an example whi&places a considerable 
roadblock in the path of any attempt to get positive results if only 67.5) is 
assumed. This example has a solution u with Du E L2, but Du 6 LP for any 
p > 2. 
The following examples from [3] and [5] are interesting from the stand- 
point of the structure and notation laid out in this paper. 
EXAMPLE 1 (DeCiorgi). Let m = n 3 3. Put e = [e:, . . . , eflT, as previ- 
ously, and set 
b, = (n - 2)e -I- 
n(x 69x) 
ll II 2 l x 
Let A = [aGfi(x)], 1 < i, j, a, /3 < n, where A = & @ I, + b, @ h,T. The 
eigenvalues of A are n3 - n2 + 1 once, and 1 repeated n2 - 1 times. After 
suitable norrn~i~a~o~ (to make the biggest eigenvalue I), we see that A is 
positive definite and satisfies (7.4). Wowever, the smallest eigenvalues of A 
are too close to 0, and hence continuity of solutions cannot be guaranteed. In 
fact, a solution in this example is UC x) = xl1 x II”, where CY = (-n/Z 
l/ 4-h Th us continuity is lacking at the origin. 
EXAMPLE 2 jGiaquinta and Soucek). Let m = n = 3. Let 
I -I if@, j, k) isan e.. = Vk I if (i, j, k) is an 
Y B 87. Since 3Y is skew-symmetric, the 3-by-3 blocks Fij are 
etric. Thus, A is symmetric, and its supersymmetric part is just 
ence A trivially satisfies (7.5) but it is easy to check that A is not 
positive definite. This precludes the use of most of the techniques in 
regularity theory. In fact, this system has a solution U(X) = 
(11~11”2 ~qgllm’x/llxll~ 
For n 2 3, the supersymmetric part of the DeCiorgi example is not 
positive definite, while the supersymmetric part of the Giaquinta-Soucek 
example is positive definite. The effect of the “antisupersymmetric” part of 
the DeGis$. example is to make the matrix positive definite, while in the 
Giaquinta-Soucek example, it makes the mat& indefinite. 
We would like to thank T. Ando for Supplying elegant alternative proofs of 
versions of Theorems 1 and 3. 
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